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Major challenges with EBM, systematic reviews, HTA and 
guidelines but also great advances in standards, methods and tools
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Can technology help? Platforms and tools ready for use
(e.g., www.magicapp.org) 
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http://www.magicapp.org
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Multilayered formats of guidelines
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Challenges beyond guidelines, for patients and society
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eHealth is blooming with new devices, personalized medicine 
through genomics and Big Data : Are we creating value? 
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Solutions, to increase value and reduce waste in health care and 
research
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Some hurdles to overcome: Organizations fit for purpose? 
BMJ Rapid Recommendations, a disruptive innovation?
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Evidence Ecosystem: Fact or fiction? 
3 case studies
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Potentially practice-changing evidence for Daniel?

• Daniel,  69 years old

• Heart failure, dizzy, not feeling 
well, sees his cardiologist

• Severe aortic stenosis, all set up 
for open heart surgery in Norway

• Read newspaper, questions if he 
could have “TAVI”…
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BMJ Rapid Recommendations, let´s have a look 
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http://www.bmj.com/content/354/bmj.i5085
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The Evidence Ecosystem: Increasing value for TAVI?
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No HTA (cost-effective?) 

+ other barriers
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Evidence Ecosystem increasing value
Probiotics in children taking antibiotics?
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Baseline:

3 of 100 offered probiotics  
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Evidence Ecosystem reducing waste
Sweden using real-world evidence in SwedeHeart registry
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Registry-based trial closing the loop, with real world 
evidence changing practice worldwide
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In summary and for discussion

• Digital and Trustworthy Evidence Ecosystem to create value and 
reduce waste in health care

– Great advances in EBM, with decision support at the point of care, 
including shared decision-making and ready for CDS in the EHR

– Rapid HTA for new health technologies in the Ecosystem?

– Online registries harvesting real world evidence, with integrated 
evaluation of impact and generation of new and more trustworthy 
evidence to feed the Ecosystem loop

– Norway to close the loop using real world evidence and health data?

• What do we need to get this in place, sooner than later?
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